Glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor gene delivery via a polyethylene imine grafted chitosan carrier
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease is known to result from the loss of dopaminergic neurons. Direct intracerebral injections of high doses of recombinant glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) have been shown to protect adult nigral dopaminergic neurons. Because GDNF does not cross the blood–brain barrier, intracerebral gene transfer is an ideal option. Chitosan (CHI) is a naturally derived material that has been used for gene transfer. However, the low water solubility often leads to decreased transfection efficiency. Grafting of highly water-soluble polyethylene imines (PEI) and polyethylene glycol onto polymers can increase their solubility. The purpose of this study was to design a non-viral gene carrier with improved water solubility as well as enhanced transfection efficiency for treating Parkinsonism. Two molecular weights (Mw = 600 and 1,800 g/mol) of PEI were grafted onto CHI (PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI, respectively) by opening the epoxide ring of ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether (EX-810). This modification resulted in a non-viral gene carrier with less cytotoxicity. The transfection efficiency of PEI600-g-CHI/deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) polyplexes was significantly higher than either PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA or CHI/DNA polyplexes. The maximal GDNF expression of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA was at the polymer:DNA weight ratio of 10:1, which was 1.7-fold higher than the maximal GDNF expression of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA. The low toxicity and high transfection efficiency of PEI600-g-CHI make it ideal for application to GDNF gene therapy, which has potential for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease.
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Introduction

Gene therapy is a promising solution to congenital and acquired diseases, such as cancer1–2 and Parkinson’s disease.3–4 The purpose of gene therapy is to provide a therapeutic gene to prevent or treat diseases related to abnormal cell function. The two main types of vectors used in gene therapy are based on either viral or non-viral gene delivery systems. Viral gene delivery systems show high transfection efficiency but exhibit disadvantages such as mutagenesis, carcinogenesis, and immune response.5–7 These safety concerns have led to the pursuit of non-viral alternatives with low immunogenicity that permit repeated administration, exhibit storage stability, and can be produced in large quantities.8–9

Chitosan (CHI) is a biodegradable, low toxic, biocompatible polysaccharide composed of β(1,4)-linked D-glucosamine and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine.10 Because of the favorable cationic property of CHI, considerable attention has been focused on CHI-based materials for use in the field of plasmid deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) delivery, especially as non-viral vectors for gene therapy. However, the acid dissociation
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Introduction

Gene therapy is a promising solution to congenital and acquired diseases, such as cancer1–2 and Parkinson’s disease.3–4 The purpose of gene therapy is to provide a therapeutic gene to prevent or treat diseases related to abnormal cell function. The two main types of vectors used in gene therapy are based on either viral or non-viral gene delivery systems. Viral gene delivery systems show high transfection efficiency but exhibit disadvantages such as mutagenesis, carcinogenesis, and immune response.5–7 These safety concerns have led to the pursuit of non-viral alternatives with low immunogenicity that permit repeated administration, exhibit storage stability, and can be produced in large quantities.8–9

Chitosan (CHI) is a biodegradable, low toxic, biocompatible polysaccharide composed of β(1,4)-linked D-glucosamine and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine.10 Because of the favorable cationic property of CHI, considerable attention has been focused on CHI-based materials for use in the field of plasmid deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) delivery, especially as non-viral vectors for gene therapy. However, the acid dissociation
constant (pKa) of CHI is 6.5, which limits its solubility in acidic solutions and leads to poor gene transfection efficiency under physiological conditions.\(^{11-15}\)

Polyethylene imine (PEI) has been shown to be a promising polycationic vector for gene delivery.\(^{14}\) In addition, high-molecular-weight PEI has high transfection efficiency, both in vivo and in vitro, due to its increased buffering capacity in the pH range of endosomes and lysosomes.\(^{17,18}\) In addition, the amine group of PEI can bind the phosphate group of DNA into nano-sized particles, protecting the DNA from degradation, shielding the DNA particles from undesired interactions, and enhancing cell binding and intercellular delivery into the cytoplasm and nucleus.\(^{19}\) However, the high cytotoxicity is a major concern when using PEI to deliver DNA in clinical applications.\(^{20,21}\)

Parkinson’s disease is known to result from the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra. Parkinsonian symptoms are characterized by severe tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, and postural instability.\(^{22}\) In particular, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) has been shown to be the most potent protective molecule for dopaminergic nigral neurons.\(^{23}\) GDNF has received particular attention because it can support the survival of dopaminergic midbrain neurons and therefore may provide a therapy for Parkinson’s disease. Direct intracerebral injections of high doses of recombinant GDNF have been shown to protect adult nigral neurons and to restore dopamine biosynthesis and tyrosine hydroxylase expression to atrophic neurons.\(^{24}\) Because GDNF does not cross the blood–brain barrier, intracerebral gene transfer methods are currently being investigated.\(^{25}\) In this work, PEI-grafted-CHI (PEI-g-CHI) was synthesized by open-ring polymerization. We screened the suitable PEI molecular weight to decrease cytotoxicity and chose the optimal DNA:polymer ratios to preserve transfection efficiency for the neuroprotective molecule GDNF.

**Materials and methods**

**Materials**

Low-molecular-weight CHI, with a viscosity of 20–30 cP, Mw 50–190 kDa, and 75%–85% deacetylation, was obtained from Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). PEI with an Mw of 1,800 Da (PEI1800) and poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether (EX-810) with an Mw of 512 Da were also purchased from Aldrich. PEI with an Mw of 600 Da (PEI600) was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA, USA). Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) were supplied by Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA). The 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI), fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), and ethidium bromide (EtBr) were provided by Invitrogen (Camarillo, CA, USA). The propidium iodide (PI) staining solution was supplied by BD Bioscience (San Jose, CA, USA). The Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM), antibiotic-antimycotic solution, and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were purchased from Gibco (Grand Island, NY, USA). Plasmid-encoding enhanced green fluorescence protein (GFP) (pEGFP-N1) was purchased from Clontech Laboratories, Inc. (Palo Alto, CA, USA). Plasmid-encoding GDNF and GFP (pAAC-MCS-rGDNF-IRES-hrGFP, abbreviated as pGDNF-GFP) was donated by Dr Wu at the Materials Engineering Department of Tatung University, Taiwan.

**Preparation of PEI-g-CHI**

Two molecular weights (600 g/mol and 1,800 g/mol) of PEI were grafted onto CHI to form PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI, respectively. PEI500 mg (Mw 600 g/mol and 1,800 g/mol, respectively) and 1.0 g of EX-810 (Mw ~440 g/mol) in conjunction with 100 mL of double deionized water were placed into a flask. The mixture was stirred at 25°C for 3 hours. Then, 100 mg of CHI was added to the mixture and titrated by 1N HCl until all the CHI was dissolved. The contents of the flask were then stirred for another 24 hours. The resultant products were CHI grafted with PEI (either PEI600-g-CHI or PEI1800-g-CHI). After reaction, the pH of the flask contents was adjusted to 9 using 1M NaOH, then transferred into two 50 mL centrifuge tubes for centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 20 minutes. The precipitates were dissolved in an HCl solution of pH 6 then dialyzed in water under continuous flow for 3 days using a dialysis tube with a molecular weight cut-off of 6–8 kDa (Spectrum, Houston, TX, USA). The process was intended to remove the un-grafted PEI and EX-810. The product was harvested and then freeze-dried for 3 days. The dried PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI were characterized by Fourier transfer infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Perkin–Elmer system 2000, Foster, CA, USA) and nuclear magnetic resonance (‘H-NMR) spectroscopy (Unity Inova 500 NMR; Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA) using deuterium oxide.

**The endosome buffering capacity measurement**

The buffering capacity of polyplex released from endosomes was measured by pH titration.\(^{26,27}\) The endosome buffering capability of PEI600, PEI1800, CHI, PEI600-g-CHI, and PEI1800-g-CHI were determined by acid-based titration.
assay over pH values ranging from high to low. The pH and pKa values of the polymers were measured by automatic titrator (702 SM Titirino; Metrohm AG, Herisau, Switzerland). A total of 500 mg of polymer was added to 150 mL of 150 mM NaCl, and the pH was adjusted to 12 using 1 M NaOH. The titration was performed at 25°C via the addition of 1 N HCl at a rate of 1 mL/min until the pH reached 1.5 under an atmosphere of CO$_2$-free N$_2$.

Estimation of water solubility
The solubility of CHI or PEI-g-CHI can be estimated from turbidity measurements.$^{28,29}$ Briefly, 20 mg of CHI or PEI-g-CHI was dissolved in a 10 mL solution composed of 0.1 M HCl and 150 mM NaCl. The transmittance at 600 nm was measured using an ultraviolet (UV)-visible spectrophotometer (U-3300, Hitachi, Naka, Japan). The pH and transmittance of the solution were recorded after every stepwise addition of 1 M NaOH.

Amplification of plasmid DNA
Both the pEGFP-N1 plasmid and the pGDNF-GFP plasmid were introduced into Escherichia coli strain DH5α (Invitrogen, Camarillo, CA, USA). Briefly, transformed DH5α was grown in 500 mL Luria-Bertani broth containing 250 μg of antibiotics per mL and then incubated at 37°C with shaking at 200 rpm for 16 hours. Plasmid DNA was purified from DH5α by AxyPrep™ Plasmid Maxiprep Kits (Axygen Scientific Inc, Union City, CA, USA). The purity of plasmid DNA was certified by an absorbance ratio of 1.8 at OD$_{280}$/OD$_{260}$. The plasmid was stored at −20°C until used.

Preparation of polyplexes
PEI600-g-CHI, PEI1800-g-CHI, and CHI were each dissolved in 0.1 N HCl to obtain three 800 μg/mL polymer solutions. The polymer solutions were then diluted to various concentrations (800, 400, 200, 100, and 20 μg/mL). DNA pEGFP-N1 was dissolved in 25 mM sodium sulfate to a final concentration of 20 μg/mL. After preheating to 50°C, 250 μL DNA solutions were added dropwise into 250 μL of each of the polymer solutions under high-speed vortex for 1 minute. The DNA concentration was fixed. The polymer/DNA weight ratios were 40, 20, 10, 5, and 1. The formed polyplexes were kept at room temperature before analysis.

Characterization of polyplex
Agarose gel electrophoresis
The DNA-binding ability of CHI, PEI600-g-CHI, and PEI1800-g-CHI at various polymer/DNA weight ratios (1, 5, 10, 20, and 40) were investigated by examining the electrophoretic mobility of free DNA departing from the polyplexes on 0.8% agarose gel per 80 mL of tris-acetate-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (TAE) buffer (Amresco, Solon, OH, USA). Briefly, 10 μL of the DNA polyplex solution containing 0.3 μg of DNA and corresponding polymers at their respective weight ratios were mixed with 2 μL of 6X DNA-loading dye (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and then loaded on each well. The same amount of naked DNA was used as the control. The gel was allowed to run at 100 V for 30 minutes in TAE buffer. The DNA was visualized with UV light using a FloGel FGIS-2 system (TopBio, Taipei, Taiwan).

Particle size and zeta potential
The size of the polyplexes and the surface charge were measured with a dynamic light scattering (DLS) spectroscopy (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments, MA, USA) using a He-Ni laser with a wavelength of 633 nm at a scattering angle of 173°C. Approximately 1,200 μL of polyplex solution containing 5 μg of DNA was prepared at various weight ratios (1, 5, 10, 20, and 40). The mixtures were vortexed for 60 seconds before measurement. The particle size measurement was performed in triplicate at 25°C. Zeta potential measurements were performed using a capillary zeta potential cell (DTS 1061, Malvern Instruments) in automatic mode.

Transmission electron microscopy
The size and morphology of the polyplexes were observed using a transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-2100, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). Five microliters from each of the polyplexes were deposited on a carbon-coated 200-mesh copper specimen grid (Agar Scientific Ltd., Essex, UK) and allowed to dry overnight at room temperature before being examined via TEM.

Cell line experiments
Cell culture
The 293T (human embryonic kidney cell line) was used to evaluate the transfection efficiency and cytotoxicity of the polymer-DNA polyplexes. Cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic solution. Before the experiments were performed, the cells were grown to 70%–80% confluency in an incubator at 37°C supplied with 5% CO$_2$.

Cytotoxicity
Cytotoxicity of polymers was evaluated by MTT assay with 293T cells. PEI-25K, PEI600-g-CHI, and PEI1800-g-CHI
were dissolved in fresh culture media (pH 7.4). CHI was dissolved in acidic culture medium (pH 6.0). The cells were seeded onto 96-well plates at a density of 1×10^4 cells/well 24 hours before the assay and then incubated at 37°C for 24 hours. A total of 50 μL of MTT reagent (5 mg/mL) was then added to each well and the cells were incubated for another 4 hours at 37°C. The media was removed and 100 μL DMSO was added to each well to dissolve the formazan crystals formed by the living cells. Cells without treatment were used as controls. Absorbance at 570 nm was recorded using a microplate reader (Synergy™ HT, BIO-Tek, Winooski, VT, USA). Cell viability was calculated according to equation 1:

$$\text{Cell viability} (%) = \left( \frac{A_{\text{sample}}}{A_{\text{control}}} \right) \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} [1]

where $A_{\text{sample}}$ is the absorbance of the cells treated by polymers and $A_{\text{control}}$ is the absorbance of the untreated cells. Each experiment was performed in triplicate.

In vitro gene expression

In vitro GFP gene expression

In vitro gene transfection, using polymer/pEGFP-N1 polyplexes, was performed in 293T cells. The cells were seeded onto 24-well plates at a density of 5×10^4 cells/well, and cultivated in 0.5 mL of DMEM with 10% FBS. After 24 hours, the culture medium was replaced with fresh medium supplemented without serum before transfection. Polypelexes at a final volume of 100 μL with 1 μg pEGFP-N1 and various amounts of polymers (at weight ratios ranging from 1 to 40) were added to each well. After 6 hours of incubation, the culture media were replaced with 0.5 mL of fresh complete media and the cells were incubated for 72 hours post-transfection. The GFP expression was directly visualized under a fluorescence microscope (DMI 3000 B, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany).

Determination of GFP gene expression

At 72 hours after transfection, 293T cells were trypsinized for 5 minutes and then centrifuged at 1,000 rpm at room temperature for 5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the pellets were resuspended with 1 mL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) in 10% FBS. The cell expression of GFP was examined using the FACSCalibur flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, Heidelberg, Germany) with FL1 channel set to a minimum of 1×10^4 cells gated per sample. Analysis was performed using Becton Dickinson CellQuest software. Data were processed using Windows Multiple Document Interface software (Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA, USA).

Transfection of GDNF plasmid

In vitro gene transfection of polymer/pGDNF-GFP polyplexes was performed in 293T cells using similar methods as described for the GFP gene. The concentrations of GDNF protein in the conditioned medium were measured by enzyme-immunoassays (human GDNF DuoSet, R & D systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA). Briefly, the diluted capture antibody was incubated in 96-well plates overnight. The blocking agent was then reacted for 1.5 hours. An aliquot of supernatant was then added to the 96-well plates for another 2 hours. The recombinant human GDNF was serially diluted as a positive control in order to determine the appropriate detection range. The supernatant retrieved from the cells without transfection was used as the negative control. The biotinylated goat anti-human GDNF was added to the 96-well plates and incubated for 2 hours, and then conjugated with streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase for another 20 minutes. All reactions were performed at room temperature. Tetramethylbenzidine solution was used for staining. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 2 N sulfuric acid. The results were measured at the wavelength of 450 nm using a spectrophotometer (BioTek Synergy HT, Tustin, CA, USA).

Confocal laser scanning microscopy

The intracellular delivery of polyplexes was observed using a confocal laser scanning microscope (TCS SP II, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). FITC-conjugated PEI600-g-CHI was synthesized by immuno reaction. The 293T cells, at a density of 1×10^4 cells per well in 12-well plates containing one glass coverslip per well, were seeded in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, and incubated for 48 hours. The pEGFP-N1 plasmid was labeled with PI (1 mg/mL) at a weight ratio of 20:1 (DNA/PI). The polyplex was prepared at a PEI600-g-CHI: PI-labeled DNA weight ratio of 10:1. The 293T cells were exposed to the polyplexes in a manner identical to the transfection procedures described above and incubated at 37°C for 4 hours. After incubation, the coverslips were removed, gently washed with 2 mL of 0.1 M PBS (three times), placed in a new empty well, and treated with 1 mL of 3.7% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PBS for 15 minutes to fix the cells. The cells were treated with 1 mL/well of Triton X-100 and incubated for 10 minutes. After three washings with PBS, the cells were then incubated at 37°C with...
0.5 mL/well of DAPI for 10 minutes. The coverslip was then mounted on the slide for imaging.

Results and discussion

Synthesis and characterization of copolymer

$^1$H-nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

We successfully synthesized PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI copolymers through the reaction of epoxide rings of EX-810 with the amine groups of PEI at one end, followed by the reaction with the amine or hydroxyl groups of CHI at the other end, as shown in Figure 1. The composition of the synthesized copolymer was analyzed by $^1$H-NMR, as shown in Figure 2A. The peak (a) at $\delta = 2.4$–$2.6$ ppm is attributed to the $\text{-CH}_2\text{-CH}_2\text{NH}_2$ protons of PEI. The peak (b) at $\delta = 1.9$ ppm ($\text{-NHCOCH}_3$ protons of acetyl group), the peak (c) at $\delta = 3.1$ ppm (H-2 of glucosamine ring), and the peak (d) at $\delta = 3.4$–$3.81$ ppm (H-3, H-4, H-5, H-6 of glucosamine ring) belong to CHI. The peak (e) at $\delta = 3.6$ ppm belongs to the $\text{-OCH}_2$ protons of EX-810. The peak (f) at $\delta = 4.1$ ppm is attributed to methine proton after opening the epoxide rings, and was used to calculate the degree of grafting. The degree of grafting was calculated using equation 2:

$$\text{Degree of acetylation, } DA = \frac{\delta b/3}{\delta c/1} \times 100\%$$

$$\text{Degree of substitution, } DS = \frac{\delta f/5}{\delta b/3/DA} \times 100\%.$$ [2]

The percentages of PEI600 and PEI1800 grafted onto CHI were 16% and 19%, respectively. Although CHI is soluble only in acidic conditions, after grafting with EX-810 and PEI, PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI were completely water soluble at physiological pH because of the hydrophilic nature of the added EX-810 and PEI.

FTIR spectroscopy

The absorption of [C–O–C] at 1,060 cm$^{-1}$, [C–OH] at 1,019 cm$^{-1}$, and [C–O] at 881 cm$^{-1}$ of backbone glucosamine and acetyl-glucosamine persisted on the FTIR spectra after grafting (Figure 2B). The absorption of [CH$_2$–CH$_2$] at 2,928 and 2,886 cm$^{-1}$ of side-chain PEI also appeared in the spectra after grafting. A new peak appeared at 1,065 cm$^{-1}$ and was attributed to the absorption of the [C–O–C] moiety of EX-810 after linking the backbone glucosamine and the sidechain PEI. These results suggested that CHI was successfully conjugated with PEI.

Figure 1 Schematic drawing of CHI, EX-810, and PEI (Mw =600 g/mol and 1,800 g/mol) used to form PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI.

Notes: The chemical reaction takes place in water at pH 5.5, and at 25°C for 24 hours.

Abbreviations: RT, room temperature; h, hours; Mw, weight-average molecular weight; PEI600-g-CHI, PEI (Mw =600 g/mol) grafted chitosan; PEI1800-g-CHI, PEI (Mw =1,800 g/mol) grafted chitosan; PEG, Poly(ethylene glycol); R, unspecified group; H, hydrogen group.
Proton-buffering capacity

PEI is known to have proton-buffering capacity, resulting in disruption of endosomes in the transfection process and facilitation of DNA transport.\textsuperscript{32,33} PEI-g-CHI has a PEI moiety and, thus, may have proton-buffering capacity. The buffering capacities of PEI600-g-CHI, PEI1800-g-CHI, CHI, PEI600, and PEI1800 (using acid-base titration) are shown in Figure 3. When up to 3 mL of 1N HCl was added to the polymer solutions, there was no significant change in the pH, probably due to protonation of the primary amine groups. However, the titration curves significantly differed from one another after the addition of more than 3 mL of HCl. Beyond this point, the pH of PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI decreased faster than the pH of either PEI1800 or PEI600. The pKa of PEI600-g-CHI, PEI1800-g-CHI, and CHI was 10.0, 10.1, and 6.5, respectively. However, PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI showed better buffering capacity than CHI alone.
Solubility of PEI-g-CHI copolymer

CHI has been used as a non-viral gene delivery vector. Due to the low solubility of CHI-based non-viral vectors, which limits their transfection efficiency, we report the synthesis of PEI-g-CHI with an increased solubility under physiological conditions. To test the increase in water solubility, the transmittance of PEI-g-CHI at 600 nm was measured. The result showed that the water solubility of PEI-g-CHI was better than CHI (Figure 4).

Table 1 pH_{50} and cloud point pH of polymer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>pH at T=50% (pH_{50})</th>
<th>Cloud point pH (T &gt;98%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHI</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI600-g-CHI</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>6.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI1800-g-CHI</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>6.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI600</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI1800</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX-810</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: pH_{50} and cloud point pH are defined as the pH values at which the transmittance (T) at 600 nm of a solution reached 50% and higher than 98%, respectively. PEI600, PEI1800, and EX-810 dissolved at all pH values (pH < 13).

Abbreviations: CHI, chitosan; PEI, polyethylene imine; PEI600-g-CHI, polyethylene imine (Mw =600 g/mol) grafted chitosan; PEI1800-g-CHI, polyethylene imine (Mw =1,800 g/mol) grafted chitosan; EX-810, ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether.

To study the solubility of CHI and PEI-g-CHI, the transmittance of CHI and PEI-g-CHI at 600 nm was measured. PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI showed an improvement in solubility as compared with nascent CHI. The pH at 50% transmittance (T) at 600 nm is denoted as pH_{50} and the pH where T is higher than 98% at the same wavelength is denoted as the cloud point pH. The cloud point pH values of CHI, PEI600-g-CHI, and PEI1800-g-CHI were, respectively, 6.59, 6.82, and 6.83 as listed in Table 1.

Characterization of PEI-g-CHI/DNA polyplexes

Gel retardation assay

The ability of polycations to interact with plasmid DNA is an important requirement for an effective gene delivery system. Therefore, we assessed the capability of PEI-g-CHI to condense with DNA using agarose gel electrophoresis. Free plasmid DNA migrated through the gel and resolved into various distinct bands corresponding to supercoiled and nicked circular forms of the plasmid. For the PEI-g-CHI copolymer, the migration of DNA was completely inhibited when the weight ratio of PEI-g-CHI to DNA was more than 1. Figure 5 illustrates the low fluorescence of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA polyplexes at 100 V for 30 minutes.
polypeptides at weight ratios larger than 5. PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA resulted in a more compact polyplex, which hindered the staining of DNA with EtBr.

Particle size and zeta potential
The particle size of polymer-DNA polypeptides is an important factor that influences the passage of polypeptides into the targeting sites. Polycation/DNA polypeptides primarily enter the cell by endocytosis and thus have a size requirement below 300 nm for maximum endocytosis by non-specialized cells.\textsuperscript{36,37} Measured by DLS, the average particle sizes of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA at weight ratios (polymer:DNA) of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40 were 380±58, 281±56, 246±87, 249±36, and 208±16 nm, respectively (Figure 6A). At weight ratios of 10 and 20, PEI600-g-CHI/DNA polypeptides were small enough to facilitate endocytosis. The average particle sizes of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA (at weight ratios of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40) were 353±19, 195±17, 179±23, 173±22, and 185±13 nm, respectively. At the same weight ratios, the particle sizes of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA were smaller than PEI600-g-CHI/DNA. Higher molecular weight PEI resulted in a more compact polypeptide.

The zeta potentials of polypeptides at various weight ratios are shown in Figure 6B. At a weight ratio of 1:1, the zeta potentials of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA and PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA polypeptides were 5.9±1.9 mV and 21.6±0.3 mV, respectively. With increasing weight ratio, the zeta potentials of the polypeptides rapidly increased to positive values. A positive surface charge is necessary for binding of polypeptides to anionic cell surfaces, which facilitates cell uptake.\textsuperscript{38} TEM and size distribution images of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA and PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA at a weight ratio of 10:1 are shown in Figures 6C and 6D, respectively.

Cytotoxicity of PEI-g-CHI copolymer
The cytotoxicity of the synthesized PEI-g-CHI conjugate was evaluated by MTT assay using a 293T cell line. At a concentration below 250 μg/mL, the cell viabilities of the three polymers (PEI600-g-CHI, PEI1800-g-CHI, and CHI) were approximately 100% (Figure 7). The results indicated that all three kinds of polymers were not harmful to the 293T cell line at a concentration below 250 μg/mL. At higher concentrations, PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI had less cytotoxicity than CHI. Because CHI must be dissolved in an acid solution, the toxicity is primarily from the acidity, which is harmful to the cells. Polymers with more positive charge are more toxic to cells due to interference with mitochondrial function.\textsuperscript{39} These results demonstrated that

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.png}
\caption{Physicochemical characterization of polymer/DNA polypeptides. Notes: (A) particle size and (B) zeta potential of CHI/DNA, PEI600-g-CHI/DNA, and PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA polypeptides at weight ratios of 1:1, 5:1, 10:1, 20:1, and 40:1. Higher molecular weight PEI results in a more compact polypeptide. With increasing weight ratio, the zeta potentials of the polypeptides rapidly increase to positive values. TEM and size distribution images of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA and PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA at weight ratio of 10:1 are shown in (C) and (D), respectively. Abbreviations: CHI, chitosan; Mw, weight-average molecular weight; D, diameter; PDI, polydispersity index; PEI600-g-CHI, polyethylene imine (Mw=600 g/mol) grafted chitosan; PEI1800-g-CHI, polyethylene imine (Mw=1,800 g/mol) grafted chitosan; TEM, transmission electron microscopy; w:w, weight:weight.}
\end{figure}
that of CHI. The particle sizes of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA and PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI polymers are better than PEI25K. The CHI of pKa is 6.5, which limits its solubility in acidic solutions and leads to poor gene transfection efficiency at physiological conditions.

These results were in accordance with the GFP expression of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA at the weight ratio of 5. The average relative fluorescence units of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA, at polymer:DNA weight ratios of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40, were 1,946±945, and 3,864±880 pg/mL, respectively. The average relative fluorescence units of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA, at weight ratios of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40, were 41,485±9,173, and 3,741±293 pg/mL, respectively. The maximal GFP expression of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA, at weight ratio of 10, which was 3.5-fold higher than the maximal GFP expression of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA at the weight ratio of 5. These results were in accordance with the GFP expression observed using fluorescence microscopy.

Cell transfection of PEI-g-CHI copolymer

To investigate transfection efficiency of the PEI-g-CHI copolymer, we performed GFP in vitro, as shown in Figure 8. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis was used to determine the transfection rate. When the polymer:DNA weight ratio was 10:1, PEI600-g-CHI/DNA exhibited the highest transfection efficiency, ie, 33% of GFP-positive cells were transfected with PEI600-g-CHI at this weight ratio.

The average relative fluorescence units of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA at polymer:DNA weight ratios of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40, were 901±135, 20,475±2,884, 41,485±9,173, 12,169±5,148, and 18,610±3,270, respectively. The average relative fluorescence units of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA, at weight ratios of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40, were 1,946±359, 11,721±1,489, 6,235±762, 5,330±366, and 5,083±285, respectively. The maximal GFP expression of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA was at the weight ratio of 10, which was 3.5-fold higher than the maximal GFP expression of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA at the weight ratio of 5. These results were in accordance with the GFP expression observed using fluorescence microscopy.

Water solubility, particle size, and surface charge of the polyplexes are key elements for successful gene transfection. The CHI of pKa is 6.5, which limits its solubility in acidic solutions and leads to poor gene transfection efficiency at physiological conditions. The water solubility of PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI polymers are better than that of CHI. The particle sizes of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA and PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA polyplexes at weight ratios of 5–40 were within the scope of 173–281 nm, which allowed it to be easily taken up by the cell. The zeta potential of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA and PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA polyplexes at weight ratios of 5–40 were 6–39 mV with increasing weight ratio. A positive surface charge is necessary for binding of polyplexes to anionic cell surfaces, which facilitates cell uptake.

Intracellular uptake of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA polyplexes

To visualize the intracellular uptake of the PEI600-g-CHI/DNA polyplexes, PI-labeled plasmid DNA, FITC-labeled PEI600-g-CHI, and DAPI were used. Figure 9A shows the uptake of the PEI600-g-CHI/pDNA polyplexes after 4 hours of transfection. Green dots of FITC-labeled PEI600-g-CHI were seen mainly in the cytoplasm, together with the red dots of PI-labeled plasmid DNA. Synchronized green dots with red dots were seen as yellow dots on the merged images, indicating that PEI600-g-CHI copolymers could efficiently bind with DNA. Meanwhile, a few green dots and red dots were present in the cytoplasm, indicating that DNA can be efficiently released from the polyplexes. These images revealed that the PEI600-g-CHI copolymers could efficiently mediate entry of plasmid DNA into cells.

GDNF expression

The GDNF expression of the PEI-g-CHI copolymer in vitro is shown in Figure 9B. The average GDNF concentrations of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA, at polymer:DNA weight ratios of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40, were 13±5, 2,802±1,007, 4,346±448, 3,741±945, and 3,864±880 pg/mL, respectively. The average relative fluorescence units of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA, at weight ratios of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40, were 112±15, 2,140±403, 2,170±279, 2,560±506, and 2,165±278 pg/mL, respectively. The maximal GDNF expression of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA was at the weight ratio of 10, which was 1.7-fold higher than the maximal GDNF expression of PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA.

Conclusion

In this study, PEI600-g-CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI copolymer gene carriers were successfully synthesized and investigated for their physicochemical properties, biocompatibility, and gene transfection efficiency. The conjugation of PEI to CHI not only yielded a water-soluble polymer, but also increased CHI biocompatibility. PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA resulted in a more compact polyplex, which decreased DNA release. Therefore, PEI600-g-CHI proved superior to CHI not only yielded a water-soluble polymer, but also increased CHI biocompatibility. PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA resulted in a more compact polyplex, which decreased DNA release. Therefore, PEI600-g-CHI proved superior to CHI.
Figure 8 Gene expression in 293T cells.

Notes: (A) fluorescent images of pEGFP-N1 shown in CHI/DNA (a–e), PEI600-g-CHI/DNA (f–j), and PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA (k–o) polyplexes at weight ratios of 1:1, 5:1, 10:1, 20:1, and 40:1. (B) Percentage of transfected cells with CHI/DNA, PEI600-g-CHI/DNA, and PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA. PEI600-g-CHI, at the weight ratio of 10, has maximum percentage (33%) of GFP-positive cells transfected. (C) Relative fluorescent intensity of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA, at the weight ratio of 10, demonstrates the maximal GFP expression.

Abbreviations: CHI, chitosan; GFP, green fluorescent protein; Mw, weight-average molecular weight; pEGFP-N1, plasmid-encoding enhanced green fluorescence protein; PEI600-g-CHI, polyethylene imine (Mw = 600 g/mol) grafted chitosan; PEI1800-g-CHI, polyethylene imine (Mw = 1,800 g/mol) grafted chitosan.

Figure 9 (A) Confocal laser scanning microscopic images of 293T cells incubated with PEI600-g-CHI/DNA at weight ratio of 10 for 4 hours at 37°C. (a) green-FITC labeled PEI600-g-CHI; (b) red-PI chelated DNA; (c) blue-DAPI labeled nucleus; (d) the merged images show that the PEI600-g-CHI copolymers can efficiently mediate the entry of plasmid DNA into cells. (B) GDNF expression of CHI/DNA, PEI600-g-CHI/DNA, and PEI1800-g-CHI/DNA polyplexes at weight ratios of 1:1, 5:1, 10:1, 20:1, and 40:1. The maximal GDNF expression of PEI600-g-CHI/DNA occurs at the weight ratio of 10.

Abbreviations: CHI, chitosan; DAPI, 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; GDNF, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor; Mw, weight-average molecular weight; PEI600-g-CHI, polyethylene imine (Mw = 600 g/mol) grafted chitosan; PEI1800-g-CHI, polyethylene imine (Mw = 1,800 g/mol) grafted chitosan; PI, propidium iodide; pGDNF-GFP, plasmid-encoding glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor and green fluorescence protein.
to both CHI and PEI1800-g-CHI for gene transfection. In vitro GDNF gene delivery to 293T cells using PEI1600-g-CHI resulted in significantly higher GDNF expression than GDNF gene delivery using either PEI1800-g-CHI or CHI. The low toxicity and high transfection efficiency of PEI1600-g-CHI make it ideal for application to GDNF gene therapy, which is necessary for the potential treatment of Parkinson’s disease.
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